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"ABSTRACT 

 

Nowadays, obtain program features becomes a hot issue in source code comprehension. 

A large amount of efforts spent on source code understanding and comprehension to 

develop or maintain it. As a matter of fact, developers need a solution to rapidly detect 

which program functional need to revise. Hence, many studies in this field are 

concentrating on text mining techniques to take out the data by source code analysis and 

generate a code summary. However, in this thesis, we attempt to overcome this problem 

by propose a novel approach (Abstract Syntax Tree with predefined natural language 

text Template (AST-W-PDT)) to generates human readable summaries for Java methods 

role. The thesis describes how we developed a tool that the java source code can be 

summarized from the methods role. In evaluating our approach, we found that the 

automatically generated summary from a java class 1) is helpful to the developers in 

order to understand the role of the methods and will be useful, and 2) the automatically 

generated summary is precise. 
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ABSTRAK 

 

Pada masa kini, mendapatkan ciri program menjadi isu panas dalam pemahaman kod 

sumber. Banyak usaha yang dibelanjakan untuk pemahaman dan pemahaman kod 

sumber untuk membangun atau memeliharanya. Sebagai hakikatnya, pemaju 

memerlukan penyelesaian untuk mengesan dengan pantas mana program berfungsi 

untuk mengkaji semula. Oleh itu, banyak kajian dalam bidang ini menumpukan pada 

teknik perlombongan teks untuk mengambil data dengan analisis kod sumber dan 

menghasilkan ringkasan kod. Walau bagaimanapun, dalam tesis ini, kami cuba 

mengatasi masalah ini dengan mencadangkan pendekatan baru (Abstrak Syntax Tree 

dengan Templat teks bahasa asal yang telah ditetapkan) (AST-W-PDT) untuk 

menghasilkan ringkasan manusia yang dapat dibaca untuk peranan kaedah Java. Tesis 

ini menerangkan bagaimana kita membangunkan alat bahawa kod sumber java dapat 

diringkaskan dari peranan kaedah. Dalam menilai pendekatan kami, kami mendapati 

ringkasan yang dihasilkan secara automatik dari kelas java 1) membantu pemaju untuk 

memahami peranan kaedah dan akan berguna, dan 2) ringkasan yang dihasilkan secara 

automatik adalah tepat. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  BACKGROUND  

Software engineering is the process of analyzing software systems in order to improve 

the efficiency [1] . This process can be explained as supplying recommendation, 

illustration and providing reports for enhancing the performance of a particular system. 

To do so, a comprehensive analysis should be concentrated on the significant features 

shown in the source code of the system [2]. Analyzing these features within the code 

provides valuable understanding of the intention of the code which facilitate the process 

of re-use and modification that would be performed on such code. 

Developer spends a large proportion of their time reading and navigating source code in 

order to comprehend it. However, studies of program comprehension consistently find 

that developers would prefer to focus on small sections of code during software 

maintenance, and try to avoid comprehending the entire system [3] . The result is that 

developers skim source code, for example by reading only method signatures or 

important keywords, to save time. Skimming is valuable because it helps programmers 

quickly understand the underlying code, but the drawback is that the knowledge gained 

cannot easily be made available to other programmers. An alternative to skimming code 

is to read a summary of the code. A summary consists of a few keywords, or a brief 

sentence, that highlight the most important functionality of the code[3]. Hence, 

developers need software documentation.  
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However, documentation is expensive to produce and maintain, and often becomes 

outdated over time. Developers often lack the time and resources to write 

documentation. Therefore, automated solutions are desirable [4]. One solution is to use 

simple textual descriptions of source code entities that developers can grasp easily, while 

capturing the code semantics precisely[5] . As a consequence, developers can review 

software systems quickly and decide which entities to analyze and modify. A few works 

already proposed to generate code summaries by adapting text summarization 

techniques[6][7]. 

 

Recent research has made inroads towards automatic generation of text summarization 

in natural language descriptions of software[8][9][10][11][12]. In particular, work by 

Sridhara (2010) can form natural language summaries of Java methods[11]. Then 

summaries can then be aggregated to create the software’s documentation. Although 

these techniques are already enough to provide good summaries by finding suitable 

keywords (lexical information), they may present some limitations related to support 

method role. This role is not considered by adapting existing text summarization 

techniques to source code, if do so we thought that the summary will be more readable, 

understandable, and accurate.  

In fact, these techniques focus mainly on lexical dimension (e.g., Latent Semantic 

Indexing [13], term frequency-inverse document frequency(tf-idf) [8], Vector Space 

Mode [8], etc.) to detect relevant terms.  One strategy  was using Software Word Usage 
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Model (SWUM) for text generation is to define templates of natural language sentences, 

and use the output from SWUM to fill these templates [7].  

 

In this research a novel approach is proposed for automatic summary generation taking 

into consideration both lexical and methods role information.  We hypothesize that 

existing summary generators would be more effective if they included information from 

the data within the methods that describe method role (like method signature, variables, 

invocation, and method return value). We define “more effective” in term of 

programmers find the generated summaries to be more helpful to convey the most 

important aspects of its intended functions. 

 

Our novel approach works by collecting data from the methods (like method signature, 

variables, invocation, and method return value), and then using these data with 

predefined natural language template to describe the role of methods. We use Abstract 

Syntax Tree (AST), to identify and extract the data that we need to include it in source 

code summaries.  However, there are multiple differences between the regular text and 

the source code. In the source code, the multi-word identifiers are written without a 

space between them, instead several strategies can be used. First, it may be divided using 

special characters such as ‘Employee-Name’ or ‘Employee_Name’ [14]. Second, it may 

be written using ‘CamelCase’ approach, this approach aims to capitalize the first letter 

of the first words and the first letter of the second word without spacing (e.g. 

EmployeeName) [15]. In this study the camel case and underscore case was used to 
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manipulate the splitting the identifier into single words.  Our system then generates a 

readable English description of role for each method in a Java source code. 

 

To test our hypothesis, we introduce a novel approach to automatically generate source 

code summary that includes methods role. Then we perform a case study to evaluate the 

source code summaries generated by our approach with perspective of novice developers 

who is expected to perform some specific maintenance tasks. Specifically, we contribute 

the following: 

- A novel approach is introduced for generating source code summaries, taking 

into consideration both identifiers and method role information.  Our approach is 

different from previous approaches in that we summarize the role of methods as 

readable English text by using Abstract Syntax Tree Parser (ASTPareser ) in 

addition to predefined natural language template. 

- A complete implementation of our novel approach for Java methods.  

 

1.2  SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 

With the dramatic evolution of software engineering, tremendous amount of software 

nowadays is being modified, changed and improved chronically. This continuous 

changing requires understandable developer who can treat the source code. The 

developer should know what the source code is intended to do by each included 

function. However, dealing with a large-scale source code would significantly hinder the 

process of modification by the user. Therefore, developer will tend to search manually 
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on the desired portions that wanted to be modified. Meanwhile, the manual searching 

would be tedious and time consuming especially when there are thousands of lines. 

Therefore, Source Code Analysis Extractive Approach to Generate Summarization has 

been proposed and implemented for this purpose in order to facilitate the process of 

extracting code summary.  

 

1.3  PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Recently, information retrieval has been applied on software engineering applications in 

order to enhance the productivity of systems. This can be shown by allowing the 

developer to search within the source code for specific portions. Program 

comprehension is essential for code maintenance and evolution activities. It saves time 

and efforts of developers who want to perform any code changes [11]. Programmers 

need software documentation. However, documentation is expensive to produce and 

maintain, and often becomes outdated over time. Programmers often lack the time and 

resources to write documentation. Therefore, automated solutions are desirable [2]. 

Textual summaries for source code provide great help to code understanding activities. 

Such process depends mainly on the natural language processing techniques by utilizing 

the syntax and semantic of the words. The most important semantics that have been 

addressed is the identifiers. Such identifiers can provide a big picture of the whole 

source code. This can facilitate the process of code summary. The problem under 

consideration in this research is how to support program understanding efforts for the 

source code. 
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1.4  RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The research objectives of this study are illustrated as follows: 

- To design and implement source code summarizer tool that it conveys the most 

important aspects of its intended function. 

- To evaluate the efficiency of the approach for generating source code summary 

from the perspective of novice developers who is expected to perform some 

specific maintenance tasks. 

 

1.5  RESEARCH APPROACHE 

Table 1.1: shows the link between the research problems, research objectives, and 

research approaches. There are three main approaches that are used in this research as 

the following:  

- Critical data analysis using literature review: through the revision of the literature 

related to our research, the main idea is the source code summarization and 

comprehension. Also, the most suitable methods of source code summarization 

could be analyzed in order to make the summary more readable, understandable, 

and not missing essential information. 

- Quantitative data collection using a questionnaire: via this approach, the primary 

data is collected, where a Likert scale is used to determine the answers. The aim 

of this approach is to evaluate the efficiency of the approach for generating code 

summary from the perspective of novice developers who is expected to perform 

some specific maintenance tasks. The quantitative data collected from 15 
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postgraduate students from the Faculty of Computer Science and Information 

Technology at University Putra Malaysia (UPM). 

- Quantitative empirical evaluation: this approach is used in order to evaluating the 

quality of generated summary. 

 

  Table 1.1: Linking between research directions 

Research Problem Research Objectives Objectives Activities Approach 

The problem under 

consideration in this 

research is how to support 

program understanding 

efforts for the source code. 

 

Automated solutions are 

desirable. And Textual 

summaries for source code 

provide great help to code 

understanding activities. 

Such process depends 

mainly on the natural 

language processing 

techniques by utilizing the 

syntax and semantic of the 

words. 

 

1-To design and 

implement source 

code summarizer tool 

that it conveys the 

most important 

aspects of its 

intended function. 

 

2-To evaluate the 

efficiency of the 

approach for 

generating code 

summary from the 

perspective of novice 

developers who is 

expected to perform 

some specific 

maintenance tasks. 

  

  

 

 

Phase 1:  

 To conducts a comprehensive 

literature review for the code 

summarization by identifying the 

problem, tools and techniques used for 

this problem.  

 

L
iteratu

re R
ev

iew
 

Phase 2: 

To implement an effective source code 

summarizer tool that it conveys the 

most important aspects of its intended 

function. 

Im
p

lem
en

tatio
n

 

an
d

 C
o

llect th
e 

D
ata

 

Phase 3: 

To evaluate the efficiency of the 

approach for generating code summary 

from the perspective of novice 

developers. 

 

Q
u

an
titativ

e E
v

alu
atio

n
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1.6  RESEARCH SCOPE 

This study aims to propose a source code analysis extractive approach to generate 

summarization. The type of analysis used to focus on entities and sub-entities, mainly 

the role of methods through signature and invocation. The source code of each method is 

analyzed to extract a textual summary about its role. The summary of a method will 

generate from its contents. The contents include method name, parameters, local 

variables, return value types, and methods’ invocations.  

 

1.7  EXPECTED RESULTS  

The expected results of this study are: 

1. Automated summarizer that helps developers in term of reducing the effort and 

time spend to reading and navigating source code in order to comprehend it. 

2. Evaluate and verify the finding by comparing the generated summaries to 

summaries written manually by experts. And /or a group of programmers  judge the 

generated summaries and determine if it is readable, understandable ,and not missing 

essential information [7][8]. 

 

1.8   THESIS ORGANIZATION  

This thesis composed of five chapters that are being described as follows: 

Chapter 1 provides the headlines of this research where the background of the study, 

problem statement, objectives, scope, and expected result are being discussed. 
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Chapter 2 conducts a comprehensive literature review for the code summarization by 

identifying the problem, tools and techniques used for this problem. In addition, this 

chapter aims to concentrate on the method role. 

Chapter 3 discusses the implementation of the proposed approach (Research 

Methodology) by discussing how the ASTParser with predefined natural language 

template (AST-W-PDT) is used to present novel approach that use java method to 

generate the summary, this approach is differ from the other by summarizing the role of 

each method in the provided java code. 

Chapter 4 discusses experiment setting in which the mechanism of attaining the results 

be identified; and analyzes the experimental results that have been obtained by the 

proposed method. Consequentially, the results are analyzed technically in terms of the 

effectiveness.  

Chapter 5 provides the final conclusion of the research in which a summary of the 

whole thesis is being described. In addition, an emphasis of the research contribution is 

also provided. Finally, the future directions that could be inspired by this research is 

described.  

 

1.9  SUMMARY 

This chapter has provided the outline of the research in which the background of the 

study, problem statement, research objectives, and research architecture are being 

described properly. Next chapter will discuss the literature review by describing the 

related work and their techniques in more details.  
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